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"Artillery Shelling Targets Funereal in Khan Eshieh Camp 

Results in One Death and Several Injuries" 

 
 

 

 Refugee from Khan Eshieh Camp tortured to death in the Regime’s prisons. 

 Artillery shelling on Dara Camp and clashes occur in its outskirts. 

 Khanaser Road blockade aggravates the suffering of Al-Nayrab Camp’s 

residents. 

 PRS in Lebanon sit-in against UNRWA’s cuts’ policy. 

 Relief aid distribution to PRS in Marash City south of Turkey.  
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VICTIMS 

The Regime’s artillery positioned on Al-

Kabousiya hill targeted a funereal in Khan 

Eshieh camp yesterday and killed “Ibrahim 

Mahmoud Mofleh Al-Kabiri” and injured 

others. The AGPS’ correspondent assured 

that the military bombarded the Eastern 

Cemetery of the camp while civilians were 

burying “Zuhir Ghazi Faour” who died 

earlier.  

A state of anger and discontent prevailed in the camp following what they 

called “the repeatedly deliberate targeting” by artillery and explosive 

barrels of the weapons-free camp residents. 

The AGPS’ correspondent reported bombing of the eastern side of Khan 

Eshieh Camp, and the fall of several shells at houses of people in the 

camp, which did not result in injuries among civilians. 

Our reporter said a state of confusion and fear among the civilians, while 

army checkpoints are still cutting off all roads between the camp and the 

centre of the capital, Damascus. This exacerbating the living crisis and 

caused the loss of many medicines and foods. 

In a related context, the Palestinian refugee "Mohammad Nasser 

Shehab" from Khan Eshieh camp were tortured to death in the Syrian 

regime's prisons, bringing the total number of torture victims to 344 

victims, according to Statistics documented the AGPS. 
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RECENT UPDATES 

Violent clashes broke out in the outskirts of Daraa camp between the 

Syrian armed opposition forces and the regime’s army, on Thursday, 

accompanied by heavy shelling by artillery and tanks on the homes of the 

camp, leaving material damage. 

On the other hand, day after day, the suffering of the people of Daraa 

camp increases as humane conditions are extremely dangerous 

manifested in the health and living sides, and the continuation of the 

water cut for a long period of time. 

 

But in Aleppo, living conditions in Al-Nayrab camp worsen while ISIS 

managed to cut the supplying road to Aleppo after controlling the town of 

Khanasser in the southern countryside of the province of Aleppo, 

northern Syria, on February 22, 2016. 

AGPS’ correspondent reported prices increase within the camp as many 

stores closed its doors in order to monopolize food and other goods to 

sell later at higher prices, pointing out that the crisis has spread to gas 

stations in the camp, where those stations severely congested since the 

early hours of the road closure, fears of losing fuel material, 
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accompanied by a rise in the transportation fares from the camp to the 

city. 

The correspondent added that most of the food and vegetables, witnessed 

a significant rise in prices after 24 hours of closing the road, pointing out 

that the price of gas jar reached 7,000 SYP if any, and a kilo of tomatoes 

was 600 SYP, pepper 800 SYP, sugar 300 SYP, potatoes 275 SYP, while a 

kilo of meat 4,500 SYP, chicken 2,000 SYP, a kilo of onions 250 SYP, and 

parsley bundle 120 SYP, pointing out that the fruits are not available at 

all in the camp’s markets. 

Turning to Lebanon, where dozens of Palestinian refugees displaced from 

Syria to Lebanon, participated in the sit-in held yesterday in the Al-Qalila 

area south of Lebanon, to condemn the recent UNRWA policies and cuts. 

The protesters demanded the agency to rescind its decisions latter of 

which exacerbate the suffering of the Palestinian refugees in Lebanon, 

especially with regard to health and education services. 

It is noteworthy that more than 42,500 Palestinian refugees were 

displaced from Syria to Lebanon, due to the targeting and bombardment 

of their camps and in addition to the siege. 
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NGOs 

Palestinians of Turkey Committee distributed some relief aid to PRS 

families displaced to the Turkish city of Marash, The officials of the 

Committee said the aid included (baskets food - diapers - milk for 

children), The Commission has also visited the needy families in their 

homes and paid them cash assistant in order to ease the economic burden 

for them. 

It is noteworthy that the number of PRS in Turkey is estimated according 

to unofficial statistics between 6,000 and 8,000 refugees living in Istanbul 

and other provinces. 

 

Palestinians of Syria in numbers and statistics Until 26 February 2016  

 15,500 Palestinian Syrian refugees in Jordan, 42,500 Palestinian 

Syrian refugees in Lebanon, and 6,000 refugees in Egypt, 

according to the UNRWA's statistics till July 2015.  

 More than 71,200 Palestinian Syrian refugees have arrived 

Europe until the end of December 2015.  

 The Yarmouk Camp: still under siege imposed by the Syrian 

Regime's Army and PFLP-GC (Popular Front for the Liberation of 

Palestine – General Command), continued for 986 days 

respectively. In addition, power cuts continued for more 

than 1048 days, water cut for 536 days. The number of victims due 

to the siege has reached to 186 victims.   
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 Al Sbeina Camp: Syrian Regime's Army still preventing the 

residents from returning back to their houses for 842 days 

respectively.  

 Handarat Camp: All of its residents have left the camp for 1035 

days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it.  

 Dara’a Camp: Running water cut continues for 696 days, and 70% 

of its buildings were destroyed.  

 Jarmana, AL-SaiedaZainab, Al-Raml, Al-Aedein Homs and 

AedeinHama: A relatively quiet situation in light of the 

economic crises.  

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia-Khan EShieh road.  


